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Right now, Sam and Nic Chapman have compiled their extensive
understanding into one book. Providing make-up demonstrations for a wide-
range of styles, from everyday specials and costume make-up to classic
evening appears and recreation of superstar looks, Pixiwoo has almost
two million subscribers from around the world.Sam and Nic Chapman will
be the expert make-up artists behind the favorite YouTube channel
Pixiwoo. And also all this, they offer unique insights into finishes,
easy-to-follow guides and tips for the ideal equipment to create an
ideal look. Completely illustrated, and with a pull-out colour wheel and
additional extras, Face includes advice, techniques and top tips for
your lips, eye, lashes, brows and skin, and can be an incredible
information for how exactly to manage and design each feature greatest
for you personally. Whether you're an absolute beginner, an aspiring
make-up artist or are simply just looking to try out something new, Face
is the reserve for you.ALSO INCLUDES a special digital app featuring
video clips, pictures and helpful tips from Sam and Nic.
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  The format that it was filmed in isn't compatible with US Blu-Ray
players. The Marilyn Monroe look-as well was amazing! I found girls of
Pixiwoo just a little over 5 years ago, and I haven't stopped viewing
them since. Their tutorials are fabulously balanced making use of their
professional knowledge and their basic and straight forward manner. I
always feel as though I am sitting across the table from a favorite
girlfriend learning how to do a brand-new make up look. I know the
majority of the information that's presented in the publication already.
It's alright.The photos are fabulous and the information is timeless.
Well done girls! I love makeup and the artwork of applying it.! Despite
having to work to see it, loved it! Very great DVD - couldn't play it in
possibly Blu-Ray player, yet finally finished up playing it on might
work laptop.It's like having an individual constitute artist! The
Pixiwoos sisters really outdid themselves. Excellent book! Love old
Hollywood films.! Excellent! Very fun and incredibly interesting. The
photos are pretty, but the writing and company is sloppy. If you are
familiar with the Pixiwoos on YouTube, you then will enjoy just how this
reserve is written. The pictures are great and the knowledge that I've
read is quite informative Great gift for makeup lover! beginner book
This book is really a great resource for beginners or those that want to
get more Pixiwoo techniques under their belt. This publication is full
of needed information (I will learn to do my brows, I swear it! Yet, I
still enjoy having this reserve and I will add it to my beauty reserve
collection. Great for beginners! I'll preface this review by saying that
I love the Pixiwoo sisters and regularly watch their YouTube channel.!
While I enjoyed this book, it is definitely more appropriate for all
those that are simply beginning to apply makeup and want to learn
techniques.. This is a fairly cool books This is a pretty cool books.
Great photography & I acquired this as a gift for my daughter, and she's
really appreciated reading it and has learned a lot!), and sounds
exactly like they do within their videos, with a tone that's warm,
friendly, and actually caring that I understand how to appearance my
best! As somebody who is quite experienced in makeup application, this
book wasn't as valuable to me, but was an enjoyable read yet..
Interesting concept because of this sort of book but I don't feel that
the associated software does enough to make this any better than the
other makeup books out there. Ideal for beginners or for those of us
looking for a fresh approach. If make up your thing Love these ladies on
Youtube glad to see they place a publication out its colorful with
simple tips to follow. Product arrived safely and We was just while
shown.! Five Stars Awesome book, love it! Product arrived safely and I
was just while shown. Too short I really expected more. It had been too
short. Not enough content. Disappointed I bought it.
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